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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendation 1 

3.41 That the bill be supported in principle, but that the following 
recommendations be implemented prior to it being passed. 

Recommendation 2 

3.42 That the bill be amended to comprehensively describe the role and 
function of the IR, and enumerate the criteria by which legislation should be 
reviewed. 

Recommendation 3 

3.43 That the bill be amended to detail: 
• the legal status of the Independent Reviewer; 
• the legislation intended to fall under its purview;  
• remuneration of the IR; 
• resourcing of the IR; and 
• the immunity or otherwise of the IR from civil liability. 

Recommendation 4  
3.44 That the bill be amended so that the role of Independent Reviewer is 
carried out by a panel of three people with relevant expertise, and that their 
terms of service be staggered where possible. 

Recommendation 5  
3.45 That the bill be amended so that, in addition to reporting to Parliament 
on inquiries undertaken by the Independent Reviewer in respect of terrorism 
legislation, an Annual Report on the activities of the Independent Reviewer is 
tabled in Parliament. 
 



 

 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
Introduction  

1.1 On 2 September 2008, the Senate referred the Independent Reviewer of 
Terrorism Laws Bill 2008 [No. 2] (Bill) to the Standing Committee on Legal and 
Constitutional Affairs, for inquiry and report by 24 September 2008. On 22 September 
2008, the Senate agreed to extend the reporting date until 14 October 2008. 

1.2 The Bill, a private Senators' bill co-sponsored by Senators Judith Troeth and 
Gary Humphries, was introduced into the Senate on 23 June 2008. The Bill seeks to 
establish an 'Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Laws' (Independent Reviewer) to 
ensure ongoing and integrated review of the operation, effectiveness and implications 
of laws in Australia relating to terrorism. 

1.3 In summary, the Bill sets out: 
• the functions of the Independent Reviewer, the process for conducting a 

review, and reporting requirements; and 
• the terms and conditions of appointment of the Independent Reviewer, the 

basis for termination of appointment, and requirements in respect of the 
disclosure of interests that the Independent Reviewer has or acquires. 

Background 

1.4 The Bill is identical to the Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Laws Bill 2008 
which was introduced into the House of Representatives by Mr Petro Georgiou MP on 
17 March 2008. Mr Georgiou has been a vocal proponent of continuous independent 
review of Australia's counter-terrorism laws.1 In her Second Reading Speech, Senator 
Troeth expressed her indebtedness to Mr Georgiou for providing her with 'much of the 
detailed information' for that speech.2 

1.5 Senator Troeth explained the rationale for the Bill as follows: 
Some have expressed views that aspects of the current regime are 
draconian. Obviously, our response to the threat of terrorism cannot simply 
be more and more stringent laws, more police and more intelligence 
personnel. Rather, we need to provide adequate safeguards to ensure 

                                              
1  See, for example, Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Laws Bill 2008, Second Reading Speech, 

House of Representatives Hansard, 17 March 2008, pp 1951-1952; 'Guarding us from the laws 
that guard us', The Age, 17 March 2008; 'Our terrorism laws need extra vigilance', Lawyers 
Weekly, 15 April 2008, available at http://www.lawyersweekly.com.au/articles/Our-terrorism-
laws-need-extra-vigilance_z169950.htm (accessed 9 September 2008). 

2  Senator Troeth, Senate Hansard, 23 June 2008, p. 3040. 
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scrutiny, accountability and transparency. This point was made by the 
European Commissioner for Justice, Freedom and Security, Mr Franco 
Frattini in speech to the EU Conference on Public Security, Privacy and 
Technology on 20 November 2007. 

The challenges of protecting security without undermining fundamental 
rights requires constant vigilance. In an effort to address this, when 
Parliament passed the Security Legislation Amendment (Terrorism) Act of 
2002, the then Opposition instigated a requirement that the Attorney-
General establish a one-off public and independent review of the operation 
of a number of counter terrorism laws.3 

1.6 This led to the establishment of the Security Legislation Review Committee 
(SLRC), chaired by the Hon Simon Sheller AO QC. The SLRC tabled its report in 
June 2006. Its first recommendation was that the government should establish a 
legislative-based timetable for continuing review of Australia's security legislation by 
an independent body: 

It is important that the ongoing operation of the provisions, including the 
views taken of particular provisions by the courts, be closely monitored and 
that Australian governments have an independent source of expert 
commentary on the legislation. Either an independent reviewer should be 
appointed, or a further review by an independent body such as the SLRC 
should be conducted in three years.4 

1.7 A permanent mechanism for independent review was also examined in detail 
and endorsed by the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security:5 

The joint committee's recommendation for a position of an independent 
reviewer of terrorism laws to be created was first made in 2006 and re-
iterated in 2007. The former government did not respond to the unanimous 
and emphatic recommendation, and so far Attorney-General McClelland 
has not commented on the proposal and has simply advised that the Rudd 
Government is considering a number of useful recommendations made by 
the Parliamentary Joint Committee as well as the Sheller committee and the 
Australian Law Reform Commission.6 

                                              
3  Senator Troeth, Senate Hansard, 23 June 2008, p. 3039. 

4  Report of the Security Legislation Review Committee, June 2006, p. 6, available at 
http://www.ag.gov.au/www/agd/rwpattach.nsf/VAP/(03995EABC73F94816C2AF4AA264582
4B)~SLRC+Report-+Version+for+15+June+2006[1].pdf/$file/SLRC+Report-
+Version+for+15+June+2006[1].pdf (accessed 9 September 2008). 

5  Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security, Review of Security and Counter 
Terrorism Legislation, December 2006, p. 22, available at 
http://www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/pjcis/securityleg/report/report.pdf (accessed 9 
September 2008); Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security, Inquiry into the 
proscription of 'terrorist organisations' under the Australian Criminal Code, September 2007, 
p. 53, available at http://www.aph.gov.au/house/committee/pjcis/proscription/report/report.pdf 
(accessed 9 September 2008). 

6  Senator Troeth, Senate Hansard, 23 June 2008, p. 3039. 
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1.8 Senator Troeth informed the Senate that the Bill 'is essential to ensure the 
reviewer's independence and to give [the reviewer] the powers needed to do the job 
well'. She also stated that it is 'regrettable that the Labor Government, which had 
strongly supported the creation of this position when in Opposition, used its numbers 
in the House to prevent any discussion of the bill without giving a reason'.7 

Conduct of the inquiry 

1.9 The committee advertised the inquiry in The Australian newspaper on 10 
September 2008, and invited submissions by 12 September 2008. Details of the 
inquiry, the Bill, and associated documents were placed on the committee's website. 
The committee also wrote to over 30 organisations and individuals. 

1.10 The committee received 22 submissions which are listed at Appendix 1. 
Submissions were placed on the committee's website for ease of access by the public.  

1.11 The committee held a public hearing in Canberra on 18 September 2008. A 
list of witnesses who appeared at the hearings is at Appendix 2 and copies of the 
Hansard transcript are available through the Internet at http://aph.gov.au/hansard.  

Acknowledgement 

1.12 The committee thanks the organisations and individuals who made 
submissions and gave evidence at the public hearing.  

Note on references 

1.13 References in this report are to individual submissions as received by the 
committee, not to a bound volume. References to the committee Hansard are to the 
proof Hansard: page numbers may vary between the proof and the official Hansard 
transcript.   

                                              
7  Senator Troeth, Senate Hansard, 23 June 2008, p. 3040. 



 

 



  

 

CHAPTER 2 

OVERVIEW OF THE BILL 
2.1 This chapter sets out the main provisions of the Bill. 

Part 1 � Preliminary  

Purpose of the Bill � proposed section 3 

2.2 Proposed section 3 provides that the purpose of the Bill is to appoint an 
independent person to ensure ongoing and integrated review of the operation, 
effectiveness and implications of laws in Australia relating to terrorism. 

Definitions � proposed section 4 

2.3 Proposed section 4 sets out the definitions of terms used in the Bill as follows: 
• 'terrorist act' is given the same meaning as in Part 5.3 of the Criminal Code 

Act 1995 (Criminal Code); 
• 'terrorism laws' means any law or part of a law directed to the prevention, 

detection or prosecution of a terrorist act. 

2.4 The term 'terrorist act' is defined in Part 5.3 of the Criminal Code as an action 
or threat of action where: 
• the action: 

• causes serious harm that is physical harm to a person; or 
• causes serious damage to property; or 
• causes a person's death; or 
• endangers a person's life, other than the life of the person taking the 

action; or 
• creates a serious risk to the health or safety of the public or a section of 

the public; or 
• seriously interferes with, seriously disrupts, or destroys, an electronic 

system, including but not limited to: 
- an information system; or 
- a telecommunications system; or 
- a financial system; or  
- a system used for the delivery of essential government services; or 
- a system used for, or by, an essential public utility; or 
- a system used for, or by, a transport system; and 
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• the action is done or the threat is made with the intention of advancing a 
political, religious or ideological cause; and 

• the action is done or the threat is made with the intention of: 
• coercing, or influencing by intimidation, the government of the 

Commonwealth or a state, territory or foreign country, or of part of a 
state, territory or foreign country; or 

• intimidating the public or a section of the public.1 

Part 2 � Independent Reviewer 

Appointment of Independent Reviewer � proposed section 6 

2.5 Proposed subsection 6(2) provides that the Independent Reviewer must be 
appointed by the Governor-General. 

2.6 Proposed subsection 6(3) states that, before a recommendation is made to the 
Governor-General for the appointment of a person as the Independent Reviewer, the 
Prime Minister must consult with the Leader of the Opposition in the House of 
Representatives about the appointment. 

Appointment of Acting Independent Reviewer � proposed section 7 

2.7 Proposed subsection 7(1) provides that the Prime Minister may appoint a 
person to act as the Independent Reviewer in the following circumstances: 
• during a vacancy in the office of the Independent Reviewer; or 
• during any period, or during all periods, when the Independent Reviewer is 

absent from duty or from Australia or is, for any reason, unable to perform the 
duties of the office. 

2.8 However, a person appointed to act as the Independent Reviewer during a 
vacancy must not continue to act for more than 12 months. 

2.9 Proposed subsection 7(2) states that, before appointing a person to act as the 
Independent Reviewer, the Prime Minister must consult with the Leader of the 
Opposition in the House of Representatives about the appointment. 

Functions of Independent Reviewer � proposed section 8 

2.10 Proposed section 8 sets out the functions of the Independent Reviewer. 

2.11 The functions of the Independent Reviewer are � at the request of the 
responsible Minister, the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security, 

                                              
1  Note that a reference to any 'person' or 'property' is a reference to any person or property 

wherever situated, within or outside Australia; and a reference to 'the public' includes a 
reference to the public of a country other than Australia. 
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or on the Independent Reviewer's own motion � to review the operation, effectiveness 
and implications of laws relating to terrorist acts. 

2.12 Proposed section 8 also provides that the Independent Reviewer is free to 
determine priorities as he or she thinks fit. 

Conduct of reviews � proposed section 9 

2.13 Proposed subsection 9(1) provides that the Independent Reviewer must 
inform the responsible Minister that he or she proposes to conduct a review, prior to 
the commencement of that review.  

2.14 Proposed subsection 9(2) provides that the Independent Reviewer may obtain 
information � including information that is classified as confidential � from such 
persons as he or she thinks is necessary for the conduct of a review. The Independent 
Reviewer may also make such inquiries as he or she thinks is necessary for the 
conduct of a review. 

2.15 Pursuant to proposed subsection 9(3), the Independent Reviewer must, before 
commencing a review of legislation, have regard to the functions of: 
• the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security; 
• the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation; 
• the Australian Federal Police; 
• the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission;2 
• the Auditor-General; 
• the Ombudsman; and 
• the Privacy Commissioner, 
in relation to that legislation, and may consult with all or any of them with respect to 
the review to ensure a cooperative and comprehensive approach, and to avoid 
inquiries being conducted unnecessarily by more than one of them. 

Power to obtain information and documents � proposed section 10 

2.16 Proposed subsection 10(1) provides that, where the Independent Reviewer 
believes that a person is capable of producing documents relevant to a review, he or 
she may, by notice in writing, require that person � within such period as is specified 
in the notice and which must be reasonable � to produce such documents to the 
Independent Reviewer. 

2.17 Under proposed subsection 10(2), where documents are produced, the 
Independent Reviewer may take possession of, make copies of, or take extracts from 

                                              
2  On 4 September 2008, the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission changed its name 

to the Australian Human Rights Commission. 
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such documents and may retain possession of them for such period as the Independent 
Reviewer considers necessary. 

2.18 Proposed subsection 10(3) provides that, where the Independent Reviewer 
requires access to documents for the purpose of a review, and the documents have 
national security classification, the Independent Reviewer must make arrangements 
with relevant agencies for protection of the documents while they remain in the 
Independent Reviewer's control, and for the secure return of those documents. 

2.19 Proposed subsection 10(4) provides that, where the Independent Reviewer 
takes possession, copies or extracts of documents, the documents will be held securely 
by the Independent Reviewer and will be destroyed within 6 months of the completion 
of the inquiry. 

2.20 Pursuant to proposed subsection 10(5), where the Independent Reviewer 
believes that a person is capable of providing information relevant to the review being 
undertaken, the Independent Reviewer may, by notice in writing, require that person 
to attend before the Independent Reviewer to answer questions as relevant. 

2.21 Proposed subsection 10(6) provides that a person is not liable to any penalty 
under the provisions of any other enactment by reason of his or her giving such 
information or producing such documents to the Independent Reviewer. 

2.22 Proposed subsection 10(7) provides that, for the purposes of the Privacy Act 
1988, the giving of such information or the production of such documents to the 
Independent Reviewer is taken to be authorised by law. 

Reports of Independent Reviewer � proposed section 11 

2.23 Under proposed subsection 11(1), the Independent Reviewer must report to 
the relevant Minister upon completion of each review. 

2.24 Proposed subsection 11(2) provides that a Minister must, as soon as 
practicable after receiving a report by the Independent Reviewer: 
• present to each House of Parliament a copy of the report, subject to the 

Independent Reviewer's certification that the report should be so presented, 
and the deletion of any part, the publication of which the Independent 
Reviewer certifies may adversely affect national security or should not be 
published on other compelling grounds; and 

• present to each House of Parliament a response to the report, provided that a 
response to any report not certified for presentation, or any part the 
publication of which the Independent Reviewer has certified should be 
deleted, is made only to the Independent Reviewer. 

2.25 Proposed subsection 11(3) states that, as soon as practicable after 30 June 
each year, the Independent Reviewer must provide to the Minister a report of the 
Independent Reviewer's activities during the preceding year. The Minister must, as 
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soon as practicable after receiving the report, present to each House of the Parliament 
a copy of the report � subject to the Independent Reviewer's certification that the 
report should be presented, and subject to deletion of any part of the report which the 
Independent Reviewer certifies may, if published, adversely affect national security or 
should not be published on other compelling grounds. 

2.26 Proposed subsection 11(4) provides that a report of the Independent Reviewer 
that has been presented to the Parliament must be considered by the Parliamentary 
Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security, and included in its annual report to the 
Parliament. 

Part 3 � Administrative Provisions 

Terms and conditions of appointment � proposed section 12 

2.27 Proposed subsection 12(1) provides that the Independent Reviewer will hold 
office for such period, not exceeding five years, as is specified in the instrument of 
appointment but, subject to subsection 12(2), is eligible for re-appointment. 

2.28 Proposed subsection 12(2) provides that a person is not eligible to be 
appointed to the office of Independent Reviewer more than twice. 

2.29 Under proposed subsection 12(3), the Independent Reviewer may be 
appointed on a full-time or part-time basis. 

Resignation � proposed section 13 

2.30 Proposed section 13 states that a person appointed as Independent Reviewer 
may resign that office in writing, signed by the Independent Reviewer and delivered to 
the Governor-General. 

Termination of appointment � proposed section 14 

2.31 Pursuant to proposed subsection 14(1), the Governor-General may terminate 
the appointment of the Independent Reviewer by reason of misbehaviour, or physical 
or mental incapacity. 

2.32 Proposed subsection 14(2) provides that the Governor-General must terminate 
the appointment of the Independent Reviewer, if the Independent Reviewer: 
• becomes bankrupt, applies to take the benefit of any law for the relief of 

bankrupt or insolvent debtors, compounds with creditors or makes an 
assignment of remuneration for their benefit; or 

• is holding office on a full-time basis and 
• engages in paid employment outside the duties of his or her office, 

except with the approval of the Prime Minister; or 
• is absent from duty, except on leave, for 14 consecutive days or for 28 

days in any period of 12 months; or 
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• fails, without reasonable excuse, to comply with proposed section 15. 

Disclosure of interests � proposed section 15 

2.33 Under proposed section 15, the Independent Reviewer must give written 
notice to the Prime Minister of all pecuniary or other interests that the Independent 
Reviewer has or acquires, and that could conflict with the proper performance of the 
Independent Reviewer's functions. 



 

 

CHAPTER 3 

KEY ISSUES 
 

3.1 This chapter begins by providing an overview of the evidence received by the 
committee, before examining four key areas of the Bill identified by submitters as 
benefiting from further attention. These areas include: 
• the role and function of the Independent Reviewer (IR); 
• the IR's reporting requirements; 
• censorship of IR reports; and 
• whether the IR should be an individual or panel. 

3.2 The committee then briefly discusses administrative arrangements for the IR 
before making its conclusions and recommendations. 

Overview of the evidence 

3.3 Submitters generally supported the aims and objectives of the Bill. Typical 
among these was the Law Council of Australia, which acknowledged that the threat of 
international terrorism since 2001, bringing with it 'prolific legislative activity', posed 
significant challenges for law makers.1 The Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law 
submitted that more than 40 pieces of Australian statute have been enacted in relation 
to terrorism thus far.2 Many legislative measures represented significant departures 
from established principles of Australian law, leading the Law Council to submit that: 

�[t]he exceptional nature of these anti-terrorism measures � and the often 
disproportionate impact they have on the enjoyment of individual rights � 
should not become normalised within the Australian criminal justice system 
and must be subject to regular and comprehensive review.3 

3.4 The Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law took a similar view, submitting 
that:  

Understanding how the many disparate parts of our anti-terrorism laws fit 
together is a bewildering task. It seems to suggest, in light of their 
complexity and number, these laws require on-going review.4 

                                              
1  Law Council of Australia, Submission 15, p. 3. 

2  Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law, Submission 4, p. 2.  

3  Law Council of Australia, Submission 15, p. 4. 

4  Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law, Submission 4, p. 2. 
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3.5 The Law Council acknowledged the contribution of past reviews of terrorism 
legislation, such as those conducted by the Sheller Committee and the Parliamentary 
Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security referred to in chapter two, but concluded 
that: 

�[a] comprehensive, independent evaluation of Australia's terrorism laws 
� that considers the content and operation of such laws and explores their 
impact on the practices of law enforcement and intelligence officers, courts 
and the community more broadly � is urgently needed in Australia � [F]or 
these reasons the Law Council supports thorough consideration by this 
Committee of models such as that proposed by [the Bill].5 

3.6 The Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law agreed, describing the post-
enactment review that has occurred as 'markedly fragmented', and considered that the 
once-off nature of the reviews had not produced a unified picture.6 Another submitter 
considered current review mechanisms 'irregular and disconnected'.7 The Centre also 
made the point that an IR would examine laws as enacted, as distinct from some other 
scrutiny mechanisms (such as this committee) which do their work before enactment.8 

3.7 In particular, the committee notes the submissions of the Commonwealth 
Ombudsman and the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, both of whom 
expressed support for enhanced review of security legislation.9   

3.8 A different view was taken by the New South Wales Council for Civil 
Liberties, which argued that legislation to address terrorist activity was unnecessary 
and should be repealed in its entirety, rendering an IR unnecessary.10 While 
supporting the introduction of an IR, the Federation of Community Legal Centres of 
Victoria put its similar concerns this way: 

In our view, the appointment of an Independent Reviewer is not a substitute 
for repeal of undemocratic and excessively harsh laws. When these laws 
were introduced, they were recognized as an extraordinary response to 
particular global circumstances, as departing from fundamental principles 
and as impinging on civil liberties. Consequently, sunset clauses were 
included in the various acts and the legislation provides for independent and 
parliamentary inquiries to assess the operation of the laws and their on-
going necessity. As these laws were introduced as extraordinary measures, 
we hope that the establishment of an Independent Reviewer is not an 
indication of the permanency of these laws. It should always be within the 

                                              
5  Law Council of Australia, Submission 15, p. 6. 

6  Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law, Submission 4, p. 2. 

7  Public Interest Law Clearing House, Submission 10, p. 4.  

8  Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law, Submission 4, p. 2. 

9  Commonwealth Ombudsman, Submission 12, p. 2; Inspector-General of Intelligence and 
Security, Submission 13, p. 1.   

10  New South Wales Council for Civil Liberties, Submission 7, pp 1�2.  
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scope of the Independent Reviewer�s role to recommend full repeal of all of 
the laws.11 

3.9 Before embarking on a discussion of specific aspects of the Bill requiring 
further attention, the committee wishes to point out a more general flaw relating to its 
lack of detail. Even accounting for the differences in their role and function, a brief 
comparison of this Bill with the legislation governing the Inspector-General of 
Intelligence and Security highlights a number of shortcomings. 

3.10 Put simply, the Bill fails to deal with significant aspects of the establishment 
and operation of a statutory office like an IR. Some of the matters ignored include the 
IR's immunity from civil liability, remuneration, the manner and method of inquiries, 
as well as administrative provisions relating to resourcing.12 All of these are dealt with 
substantively in the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security Act 1986.13  

Legislative parameters: the role and function of the IR. 

Coverage of legislation 

3.11 The Castan Centre for Human Rights Law at Monash University expressed 
concern that the specific terms of Clause 4, which brings under the jurisdiction of the 
reviewer 'any law or part of a law directed to the prevention, detection or prosecution 
of a terrorist act' may not capture all the legislation it is intended to. Several examples 
are provided of provisions which might fall outside the limits of the Bill.14 The 
Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security identified the same issue, as did a 
number of other submitters.15  

3.12 The Attorney-General's Department submitted that: 
It may be desirable to include a list of legislation when defining the role of 
the independent reviewer. In formulating that list, one approach may be for 
the independent reviewer to focus on the laws specifically enacted for the 
purposes of terrorism�[R]egardless of which laws are the subject of 
review�the Department considers it important to emphasise that it would 
be desirable�to focus on those laws which have had practical application 
[which would] give the independent reviewer the opportunity to examine 

                                              
11  Federation of Community Legal Centres of Victoria, Submission 20, p. 4.   

12  The lack of practical detail was raised by Professor John McMillan, Commonwealth 
Ombudsman, Submission 12, p. 4.  

13  Sections 4, 5, 8, 9, 9A, 9B, 17, 18, 19, 19A, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33 and 35. 

14  These include provisions of the Customs Act 1901 (Cth) and the Criminal Code. Please see 
Castan Centre for Human Rights Law, Submission 14, pp 1�3. 

15  Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Submission 13, p. 5; and see, for example, 
Public Interest Law Clearing House, Submission 10, p. 5. 
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the effectiveness and implications of the laws, including any human rights 
implications.16   

3.13 A number of submitters, including the Public Interest Law Clearing House17 
and the Inspector-General of Security and Intelligence18 suggested non-exhaustive 
lists of legislation that might provide the basis for enumerating which laws are 
intended to be covered by the IR. 

Specificity of focus  

3.14 The Law Council was not alone in its view that the Bill should more 
specifically identify the required content or scope of any review undertaken by an IR, 
or should enumerate the matters to be addressed as a minimum in a review.19 

3.15 The Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law agreed, submitting that: 
In its attempt to confer maximum flexibility upon the Independent 
Reviewer, the Bill risks creating an office which is not as useful as it might 
be. While we appreciate the value of ensuring that the Independent 
Reviewer should be responsive to the priorities as she or he identifies them 
� it would still be beneficial for the Bill to specify essential areas to be 
addressed in the Independent Reviewer�s annual reports. This would ensure 
a consistent level of review over at least the main components of the 
terrorism laws � such as the offences, the questioning and detention powers 
and control orders.20 

3.16 Various suggestions were put to address this lack of specificity. Many 
reflected a desire for the IR to explicitly consider the effect of terrorism legislation on 
the submitter's specific area of interest.21 Among those to offer suggestions was the 
Public Interest Law Clearing House, which submitted that the IR should, within the 
broad discretion afforded under section 8 of the Bill, be required to have regard to a 
non-exhaustive list of relevant considerations when determining review priorities, 
including but not limited to:  

• Australia�s international human rights obligations;  

                                              
16  Attorney-General's Department, Answers to questions on notice, received 24 September 2008, 

p. 2. 

17  Public Interest Law Clearing House, Submission 10, Annexure 1. 

18  Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Submission 13, p. 6. 

19  Law Council of Australia, Submission 15, p. 14. See also, for example, Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner, Submission 6, p. 3; Public Interest Law Clearing House, Submission 10, p. 5. 

20  Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law, Submission 4, p. 4. 

21  See, for example, Office of the Privacy Commissioner, Submission 6, p. 4; Australian Human 
Rights Commission, Submission 9, p. 3; Australian Lawyers for Human Rights, Submission 18, 
p. 6.  
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• the extent to which the laws under review alter fundamental legal principles, 
including: habeas corpus; the right to silence; the right of a person to be 
notified of a charge in respect of which they are being held, or to be released 
from custody; the right to be informed of the nature of the charge in respect of 
which a person has been detained; and the right to legal representation during 
questioning;  
• whether the relevant laws are effective and workable, both within their own 
terms, and in combination with other legislation;  
• whether there are any less-restrictive means by which the objectives of the 
relevant legislation could be achieved;  
• any other legislation which is relevant to a comprehensive consideration of 
the operation, effectiveness and implications of laws relating to terrorist acts.22 

3.17 Human rights was a topic that came up repeatedly among submitters as 
requiring specific consideration by an IR in the context of evaluating terrorism-related 
legislation.  

Human rights 

3.18 As well as recommending that the function of the IR be spelt out more 
precisely, the Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law considered that laws relating to 
terrorist acts be reviewed for their effectiveness in achieving national security and 
their impact upon other relevant matters such as human rights and community 
relations.23 

3.19 Similar observations were made by, inter alia, the Castan Centre for Human 
Rights Law24, the Human Rights Law Resource Centre25, the Sydney Centre for 
International Law26, the Public Interest Law Clearing House27, Australian Lawyers 
Alliance28 and the Australian Human Rights Commission.29 Detention powers, in 
particular, were identified as being in need of urgent review.30 

3.20 The Federation of Community Legal Centres of Victoria expressed concern 
that the Bill contained no requirement that the IR conduct any reviews, but instead 

                                              
22  Public Interest Law Clearing House, Submission 10, p. 23. 

23  Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law, Submission 4, p. 4. 

24  Submission 14, pp 3�4. 

25  Submission 5, p. 1.  

26  Submission 21, p. 2.  

27  Public Interest Law Clearing House, Submission 10, p. 4. 

28  Australian Lawyers Alliance, Submission 19, p. 5.  

29  Submission 9, p. 3.  

30  Sydney Centre for International Law, Submission 21, p. 3.  
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confers on the reviewer complete discretion, and identified particular criteria on which 
it submitted terrorist laws should be evaluated. These include the discriminatory 
impact of the laws; the impact of the laws on civil liberties; community concerns 
about the laws; and the consistency of the laws with fundamental principles of 
criminal law.31 

3.21 The committee notes that amendments relating to detention, and seeking to 
include in the Bill explicit reference to human rights have been tabled in the Senate by 
the Australian Greens. 

Powers 

3.22 The Human Rights Commission, among others, called for the IR to hold 
stronger information gathering powers, to be achieved primarily through the 
imposition of a penalty on failure to comply with requests from the IR for 
information.32 

Reporting 

3.23 The absence in the Bill of any requirement to report on a regular or prescribed 
basis directly to Parliament drew criticism from a number of submitters, including the 
Sydney Centre for International Law33, the Federation of Community Legal Centres of 
Victoria34, and the Public Interest Law Clearing House.35  

3.24 Clause 11 of the Bill would see the IR report to the relevant minister, rather 
than to Parliament. Some submitters argued for reports to be made directly to 
Parliament, at least partly so that Parliamentary committees might have less fettered 
access to their contents.36 To this end, the Law Council cited Professor Clive Walker 
as arguing that Parliament and its committees should not have to 'await the pleasure of 
the government as to the terms on which the debate takes place'.37 The Gilbert and 
Tobin Centre of Public Law argued similarly, adding that where reports are requested 
by committees such as the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and 
Security38, the resulting document should be delivered directly to the committee.  

                                              
31  Federation of Community Legal Centres of Victoria, Submission 20, p. 6. 

32  Submission 9, p. 7. See also, for example, Victorian Council for Civil Liberties, Submission 16, 
p. 1.   

33  Sydney Centre for International Law, Submission 21, p. 4. 

34  Submission 20, p. 8. 

35  Public Interest Law Clearing House, Submission 10, p. 26. 

36  Law Council of Australia, Submission 15, p. 14. 

37  Law Council of Australia, Submission 15, p. 14., drawn from C Walker, 'The United Kingdom's 
Anti-terrorism Laws' in Andrew Lynch, Edwina MacDonald and George Williams (eds) Law 
and Liberty in the War on Terror, The Federation press, Sydney, October 2007, p. 189. 

38  Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Laws Bill 2008 (Cth), sub-clause 11(2),.Clause 8. 
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Censorship of reports 

3.25 The Bill makes provision for the IR to withhold from publication information 
contained in the report which might adversely affect national security or on other 
compelling grounds.39 Some submitters expressed disquiet at the potential effect of the 
provision on the ability of the Parliament and the public to receive a full and accurate 
picture of the body of terrorism-related legislation, an objective which is at the heart 
of this Bill. 

3.26 While submitters generally accepted that that the IR would come into contact 
with sensitive material, a number put the view that it ought to be possible for the 
information to be reflected, or at least referred to, in the report in a manner that does 
not prejudice security.  The Law Council drew on the situation in the United 
Kingdom, reflecting that, in that country, the reviewer was able to represent statistical 
and other information regarding the operation and effectiveness of terrorism laws 
without threatening national security.  

3.27 The Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law took a very similar approach, 
submitting that: 

While the Independent Reviewer will undoubtedly view sensitive material 
(we support the inclusion of s 10 to this end), it would seem preferable that 
she or he writes reports in such a way that neither risks disclosure of such 
information nor necessitates the suppression of any contents. This has been 
managed by earlier review committees in Australia and would go a long 
way to ensuring the perception of the office as truly independent and fully 
accountable to both arms of government.40  

Strength in numbers? A single IR, or a panel. 

3.28 While the Bill provides for the appointment of an individual to the role of IR, 
a number of submitters call for the role to be undertaken by a committee or panel.41 
The Law Council cited the situation in the United Kingdom, and observed that where 
an individual reviewer remains in the position for a considerable period, there is a risk 
that the value of his or her review function could be undermined by speculation  
regarding their real independence or their willingness to criticise the government of 
the day.42 The Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law concluded that: 

�[T]here would seem less risk of the office of Independent Reviewer 
being perceived as an 'advocate' of the Commonwealth's laws if it was 

                                              
39  Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Laws Bill 2008 (Cth), sub-clause 11(2). 

40  Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law, Submission 4, p. 6. 

41  See, for example, Law Council of Australia, Submission  15, p. 15; Gilbert and Tobin Centre of 
Public Law, p. 7; Civil Rights Defence, Submission 2, p. 2;  Australian Lawyers for Human 
Rights, Submission 18, p. 6; Australian Lawyers Alliance, Submission 19, p. 5.  

42  Law Council of Australia, Submission 15, p. 15. 
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comprised of a panel of three Reviewers of diverse backgrounds and 
relevant expertise.43 

3.29 In lieu of a panel, the Law Council suggests that individual reviewers be 
eligible to serve a single term only, with no opportunity for re-appointment.44 Other 
submitters, such as the Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law agreed.45 

Administrative matters 

3.30 A number of submitters commented that the IR would need to be adequately 
resourced so that it could undertake its role effectively.46  

3.31 The submission from the Commonwealth Ombudsman, Professor John 
McMillan, pointed out the practical difficulties with establishing a completely new 
body, such as proposed in the Bill. Professor McMillan reminded the committee that 
there might be practical advantages to the office of the IR being attached to his office 
or that of the Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, which are already 
established: 

The Independent Reviewer will also have a need to establish an office and 
to obtain staff to assist in conducting the review. This can be a time 
consuming exercise, especially if the staff need to acquire a high level 
security clearance to be given access to documents and briefings. The 
efficient completion of a review can be hampered if there are staff 
movements during the course of the review.47  

3.32 The Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Mr Ian Carnell, submitted 
that in relation to assuming administrative responsibility for the IR, his office: 

�is not resourced or structured to perform a continuing review of the body 
of terrorism laws from a policy perspective. My office could play a role in 
providing input to the work of an [Independent Reviewer], as could the 
Commonwealth Ombudsman. One of our offices could be given the role of 
(and resources for) administrative support to the [Independent Reviewer] 
(to avoid them having to establish their own office).48 

                                              
43  Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law, Submission 4, p. 7. 

44  Law Council of Australia, Submission 15, p. 15.  

45  See, for example, Gilbert and Tobin Centre of Public Law, Submission 4, p. 7;  

46  See, for example, Federation of Community Legal Centres of Victoria, Submission 20, p. 5. 

47  Commonwealth Ombudsman, Submission 12, p. 4.  

48  Inspector-General of Intelligence and Security, Submission 13, p. 5.  
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Committee view 

3.33 In an opinion piece in the Australian Financial Review, Associate Professor 
Andrew Lynch outlined the advantages he saw to the introduction of an independent 
review mechanism: 

First, continuing and integrated examination of how the complex body of 
anti-terrorism law works enables early identification of inherent problems. 
Second, it helps to depoliticise the very contentious debates about these 
laws and their importance overall to national security. Third, it reassures the 
community that a kind of watchdog exists to report publicly on laws that 
they fear might be used against them.49 

3.34 The committee concurs with each of these observations, and notes the 
widespread support for the establishment of an independent review mechanism for 
Australian terrorism-related legislation. While the committee considers the Bill to be 
sound in principle, its failure to address key aspects of the establishment and operation 
of the office of an IR mean that it should not be passed in its current form. 

3.35 A common theme throughout many submissions was the need to more 
accurately spell out the role of the IR, and in particular which legislation fell under its 
purview and which criteria should be used by the reviewer to guide the review. The 
committee finds these observations to be well made, and recommends that the Bill be 
amended to clarify these matters, perhaps through the insertion of a list of legislation 
intended to be subject to scrutiny by the reviewer. The committee also sees potential 
merit in the legislation falling under the remit of the IR being benchmarked against 
Australia's international human rights obligations. 

3.36 The Bill should also be amended to insert provisions requiring the production 
and tabling of an annual report of the IR's activities to Parliament, and convey greater 
information-gathering powers through the imposition of a penalty on failure to comply 
with requests from the IR for information.50  

3.37 Having regard to the censorship of reports, it seems to the committee that the 
solution turns largely on the degree of specificity employed by the reviewer. Where a 
report makes an observation about a particular law or its operation, reference might 
meaningfully be made to a generalised situation, or one that is hypothetical. 
Nonetheless, scenarios can easily be foreseen where reference is necessarily made to 
specific cases, not least because the law in relation to terrorism is invoked relatively 
rarely in comparison with other laws. Where such references pose a threat to security, 
the report provided by the minister to Parliament should be edited appropriately.  
                                              
49  Andrew Lynch, 'Legislative tightrope needs constant review', Australian Financial Review, 19 

September 2008. 

50  Submission 9, p. 7. See also, for example, Victorian Council for Civil Liberties, Submission 16, 
p. 1. The committee also notes an apparent error in drafting of proposed sub-sections 10(3) and 
(4), which would currently see original documents held by the IR compulsorily destroyed after 
6 months. 
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3.38 The committee would make the simple but important point that information 
should be certified for deletion only where that is reasonably and objectively found to 
be warranted. Both the IR and the relevant minister should remain mindful of the 
underlying objectives of this Bill to increase transparency in relation to terrorism laws. 
This objective may be substantially undermined by the injudicious use of provisions 
which allow for the suppression of material which might help inform debate.    

3.39 The committee was impressed by arguments in favour of the role of IR being 
filled by a small panel, as opposed to an individual. While a single appointment offers 
administrative simplicity and possibly financial advantages, the committee can see 
merit in establishing a panel of three independent reviewers with relevant expertise. 
Such an arrangement offers the opportunity to stagger new appointments, therefore 
promoting continuity over time, but also reduces the risk of perceived lack of 
independence. 

3.40 Having regard to the administrative arrangements to support the IR, the 
committee was again struck by the absence in the Bill of details relating to the 
corporate structure of the office of the IR, whether it constituted a Statutory Agency, 
under what legislation it would employ staff, and how it would be resourced. 
However, the committee notes the observations of a number of submitters, in 
particular the Commonwealth Ombudsman and the Inspector-General of Security and 
Intelligence, and the possibilities they raise of potential efficiencies through the use of 
existing resources. The committee makes no recommendation on this matter, other 
than to suggest that Government consider the advantages and disadvantages of 
establishing the office of the IR within an existing agency, such as one of those 
referred to above, with a view to maximising its effectiveness and efficiency in 
carrying out its role.   

Recommendation 1 
3.41 That the Bill be supported in principle, but that the following 
recommendations be implemented prior to it being passed. 

Recommendation 2 
3.42 That the Bill be amended to comprehensively describe the role and 
function of the IR, and enumerate the criteria by which legislation should be 
reviewed. 

Recommendation 3 
3.43  That the Bill be amended to detail: 
• the legal status of the Independent Reviewer; 
• the legislation intended to fall under its purview;  
• remuneration of the IR; 
• resourcing of the IR; and 
• the immunity or otherwise of the IR from civil liability. 
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Recommendation 4 
3.44 That the Bill be amended so that the role of Independent Reviewer is 
carried out by a panel of three people with relevant expertise, and that their 
terms of service be staggered where possible. 

Recommendation 5 
3.45 That the Bill be amended so that, in addition to reporting to Parliament 
on inquiries undertaken by the Independent Reviewer in respect of terrorism 
legislation, an Annual Report on the activities of the Independent Reviewer is 
tabled in Parliament. 

 

 

 

 

Senator Trish Crossin 

Committee Chair 
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